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Abstract 

Metal additive manufacturing (MAM) technology is now changing the pattern of the high-end 

manufacturing industry, among which microstructure simulation gradually shows its importance and 

attracts many research interests. As the simulation targets, this paper summarizes the unique 

microstructure characteristics in MAM fabricated parts, Ti-6Al-4V as an example. Further discussions 

are focused on the development of solidification microstructure simulation methods as well as their 

capacity and applicability on MAM. Finally, the difficulties and suggested future research topics in 

MAM microstructure simulation are addressed. 
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1 Introduction  

Additive manufacturing (also known as 3D printing) refers to a process by which digital 3D design is 

fabricated in a layer by layer fashion. Metal additive manufacturing (MAM) methods based on powder, 

wire, sliced metals and alloys are famous for their flexibility, efficiency, and accuracy [1]. Due to the 

nature of MAM process, which adds material only at the desired place, the lead-time and material waste 

are reduced to a relatively low level. More importantly, since the tooling is no longer needed, MAM 

unlocks a significant amount of constraints for the designers to design products with complex geometry 

[2]. The technical features of MAM make it suitable for industries with small batch and high complexity 

part geometry, especially hollow structures and complex curved surfaces. There are already relatively 

mature applications at present in the area of aerospace, remanufacturing, medical industries and so on. 

MAM technologies can be roughly divided into two categories, namely, direct energy deposition (DED) 

and powder bed fusion (PBF). There are several technologies under each category branded by different 

manufacturers [3, 4]. MAM technologies based on different types of high energy beam (laser and 

electron beam) are operated under different environment: vacuum environment is needed for the 

electron beam to travel through and laser can propagate in an inert atmosphere. Also, the cooling rate 

(product of thermal gradient and solidification rate) in MAM can changes from 10^3 K/s in DED to 

10^5 K/s in PBF. The different energy sources, process parameters as well as the cooling conditions in 

MAM technologies lead to significant differences among the resultant melt pool geometries, which will 

further influence the fabricated microstructures. Consider the melt pool size alone can change from 

hundreds of micrometers in PBF to several millimeters in DED. Uncertainties in the process-structure-

property (PSP) linkage are restricting the development and application of MAM techniques [5]. Thus, 

recognizing the interplay between PSP linkage in MAM is crucial for quality control and development 

of this technology. Modeling approaches and numerical simulations are the ideal tools to fill the gap by 

saving time and experimental costs [6]. These models enable mechanical property predictions from the 

process and material parameters and serve as a guideline for design, process control, and optimization.  
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Among the limited number of printable alloy systems including Ti-based, Fe-based, Al-based, Ni-based 

and Co-based alloys, MAM technologies inevitably lead to unique microstructural characteristics w.r.t. 

traditional forming and manufacturing methods. These differences are inevitable results of the melting, 

solidification and cooling condition provided by MAM, and the material properties including nucleation, 

grain growth behaviors and solid phase transformation, hence the different resultant mechanical 

properties and defects. In the past few decades, titanium alloys were found to be suitable for additive 

manufacturing and attracted a lot of research interest [7]. In this paper, the Ti-6Al-4V alloy is selected to 

explain the common microstructural characteristics in MAM, including columnar grains, nucleation and 

epitaxial grain growth behavior as well as the solid phase composition. These characteristics are also 

frequently observed in other printable alloy systems; most of the materials have all three, and the rest 

should be investigated individually.  In this paper, dendritic columnar grains of as-solidified phases, 

such as the primary β of Ti-6Al-4V, are simulation targets and referred to as ‘grains’ or ‘column grains’ 

for simplicity. 

This work aims to provide a comprehensive review of the state-of-art microstructure simulation methods 

for MAM fabricated parts to accurately predict the solidification microstructure in terms of grain 

morphology and texture. These microstructural features can be further applied to mechanical property 

prediction and process optimization. Existing thermal welding models were found to be inadequate for 

describing MAM process due to inconsistencies in predictions of the microstructures [8-10]. MAM 

deposition processes are characterized by rapid, directional solidification due to the layer by layer build-

up process, the microstructure and mechanical properties of the deposited materials depend strongly on 

the cooling condition and subsequent thermo-mechanical cycles. The microstructural characteristics in 

MAM fabricated alloys are summarized first, where Ti-6Al-4V is selected as an example because it 

includes all the three microstructural characteristics. Then, the grain scale simulation approaches used to 

numerically model the solidification process in MAM are discussed in detail and compared w.r.t. their 

respective capacity and applicability. Finally, the challenges and opportunities in the area of 

microstructure simulation for MAM are addressed. 

2 General Microstructural Characteristics of Ti-6Al-4V in MAM 

2.1 Columnar Grains 

MAM studies have shown that columnar grain is a common microstructural characteristic in the 

fabricated samples [7, 11-18].  When considering the cooling condition of melt pool bottom in terms of 

the thermal gradient (G) and solidification rate (R), the cooling conditions of MAM technologies are 

mostly located at the columnar zone of G-R diagram [19-21]. The columnar grains frequently observed 

in MAM fabricated parts tend to elongate along the build direction (e.g., the prior β grain shown in Fig. 

1), approximately parallel to the preferentially growing directions of crystals. This is the result of the 

onset of solidification at 1660°C, where the fusion transfers into crystallographically ordered state phase 

characterized by body-centered cubic (bcc) crystal structure. However, in most cases of Ti-6Al-4V, the 

secondary or higher order branches of dendritic column grains merge [22], and the solid-phase 

transformation eliminates the original grain morphology. To investigate the original solidification 

microstructure of MAM fabricated Ti-6Al-4V, the electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD) technique 

is frequently used [23-30]. The prior β grain can be characterized by the EBSD reconstruction result to 

provide the crystal orientation information and the approximate grain morphology as well. 

The reason for the columnar grains going through multiple layers is the so-called ‘epitaxial growth’ 

behavior in MAM [31]. From the energy point of view, it will save more free energy if nucleation starts 

from partially melted grains in the previous layer rather than generating a new one. The newly formed 
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grains will inherit crystallographic information like grain orientations and size from existing crystals. 

Those with the preferentially growing directions align with thermal gradient tend to stand out from the 

competitive grain growth and develop even bigger through MAM build-up process. Take DED as an 

example, the column grains can develop into millimeter level [32] which can be recognized by the naked 

eye because of the different visible light absorption capacity between different crystal orientations and 

boundaries of the column grains. 

In a single weld track of MAM, the β grains tend to tilt towards the scanning direction in order to align 

their preferred growth direction with the maximum thermal gradient direction. Theoretically, if the 

columnar grains grow steadily and aligned with the thermal gradient direction, it will result in a 

curvature of the grain shape because the grain will experience a changing thermal gradient direction 

along the melt pool tail. However, this kind of grain curvature can also be inhibited due to the 

constrained solidification among the highly textured grains (preferential growth direction in the build-up 

direction) and the remelting in MAM.    

Fig 1:  Column grains in Ti-6Al-4V parts produced by (a) DED [33] (b) Selective Laser Melting (SLM) [34] (c) Gas 

Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) [16] 

Studies have shown that cracks have the propensity to propagate along columnar grain boundaries [35, 

36], especially in the build-up direction of MAM where grain boundaries lose their effect of cleavage-

cracking resistance [37]. For Ti-6Al-4V, the presence of grain boundary α even accumulate the failure of 

the material [36]. As a result, the morphology of columnar grains in MAM samples leads to anisotropic 

mechanical properties in as-built condition [38]. Depending on the loading direction with respect to 

columnar grain orientation, ductility differences were also discovered in horizontally and vertically built 

test specimens [23, 25, 36]. To eliminate the unfavorable effect of the column grains, great efforts have 

been made to achieve the equiaxial grain morphology by investigating the columnar to equiaxed 

transition (CET) phenomenon with the help of numerical models [12, 39, 40]. 

2.2 Nucleation and Epitaxial Growth 

Nucleation is the first step of the solidification process. In the deterministic models of solidification, the 

heterogeneous nucleation theory is widely used to explain the small undercooling needed for a 

conventional solidification process. In the heterogeneous nucleation theory, if the nuclei are 

simultaneously generated at a critical undercooling value, it is unable to account for the grain density 

changes in different cooling conditions. This is contrary to observation, where the grain size will 

decrease drastically at a higher cooling rate. Currently, the instantaneous nucleation theory is broadly 

accepted by researchers and has been implemented in solidification microstructure simulation where the 

nucleation phenomenon is considered as a thermally-activated process, and the nuclei density increased 

by supercooling under a log Gaussian distribution. This can be expressed as the following equation [41]: 

(a) (b) (c) 
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where      is the total nucleus number per unit volume,     and     are the standard deviation and 

mean value of the log of supercooling respectively. 

In term of nucleation behavior in MAM, epitaxial growth is a common phenomenon. For example, a 

single crystal can run through multiple layers of material deposition in DED fabricated Ti-6Al-4V 

samples [17]. In some cases, the column grains even grow throughout the entire length of the printed 

part. If we consider the partially melted crystal as the substrate for nucleation to start, there will be 

perfect compatibility between the solid and the liquid phases. Theoretically, there is no nucleation 

energy barrier, and the wetting angle is zero. It means there are little or no newly formed nuclei in the 

material deposition process. Thus, the instantaneous nucleation can also be neglected, and the column 

grains directly epitaxially grow from a crystallographic orientation and grain geometry defined substrate 

in many MAM solidification microstructure simulations. 

However, external factors such as impurity, defects, recrystallization and unmelt metal powders are the 

main reason for new nuclei in MAM. Take selective laser melting (SLM) which is a type of laser 

powder bed fusion (LPBF) process as an example, the smaller melt pool compared to DED will 

inevitably lead to unmelt or half melt powders. These unmelt powder, especially at the contour of the 

fabricated part, will provide additional nucleation position and change the microstructure dramatically. 

2.3 Phase Composition 

In Ti-6Al-4V MAM studies, as-built SLM microstructure is composed of the martensitic α’ phase with 

little α or β phases present [34, 42, 43]. The heat input in the DED processed samples usually is higher 

than that in SLM; thus, the relatively slow cooling rate gives the opportunity for diffusion-controlled 

solid phase transformation. This results in the α phase forming at the grain boundary of prior β grains 

(shown in Fig. 2 a-b). The thermal cycles in MAM process usually result in a changing phase 

composition along the build-up direction. Various solid phase composition conditions along with the 

newly added deposition layers can be depicted as position-dependent microstructural “maps” (Fig. 2 c) 

based on known relationships from the thermal history and microstructural evolution. 

Fig 2: Phase Composition of Ti6Al4B fabricated by DED: (a-b) Micrographs of macrostructure and fine microstructure of 

DED sample [44] (c) Microstructural evolution map of the build as each layer is deposited (reproduced from [38, 45, 46]) 

Studies also show that primarily α’ microstructure results in low ductility, and the size of α colony is 

also a determining factor for the mechanical properties [47]. By applying post-process heat treatments to 

decompose α’ into microstructures consisting of α and β phases (i.e., lamellar microstructure), ductility 

can be improved significantly [34]. Beside Ti-6Al-4V, post-processing and heat treatment are also 

powerful tools for MAM fabricated alloy systems to control their solid phase composition and 

mechanical properties [14]. 

(a) (b) (c) 
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3 Review of Solidification Microstructure Simulation Methods in MAM 

The microstructure in a crystal material is a sum up of the thermodynamic non-equilibrium lattice 

defects compared to an ideal single crystal [48]. These lattice defects usually form detectable patterns 

that can be used to explain the material properties. One principal aim of material science is to relate 

macroscopic sample behavior to microstructure [47] quantitatively, and simulation is a good option to 

bridge the gap. Following this, a microstructure simulation is not necessarily carried out in microscale as 

long as its simulation target is the microstructure. For all the metal solidification processes including 

MAM, microstructure simulation can be roughly divided into macroscale (solid state phase 

transformation, concentration field, etc.), mesoscale (grain texture) and microcosmic (nucleation and 

grain growth) scale. Furthermore, with the aid of advanced analytic capabilities of the supercomputer, 

nucleation behaviors are simulated at atomic-scale [49, 50]. 

Melt pool models in welding have been used as a guide for the development of MAM process and 

solidification microstructure simulation [51-54]. Factors such as the solidification front velocity, 

temperature gradient, melt pool shape, travel speed, undercooling, and alloy constitution are vital in the 

solidification process of MAM to determine the cooling conditions and resultant solidification 

microstructure in a single melt pool [55]. Extensive literature has documented the polycrystalline 

microstructures as well as the significant differences in the resulting mechanical properties of MAM 

components [56-59]. However, due to the rapid development of MAM techniques, it is recognized that 

matching detection and simulation system are becoming increasingly important [60-64]. 

The study of dendritic growth and features of crystal grain is another prominent fundamental research 

topic in solidification microstructure modeling and simulation. It provides a better understanding of the 

solidification process and resultant microstructure. In the modern sense of solidification microstructure 

simulation, physical models act as the foundation providing a formal description of the crystal 

nucleation and grain growth behavior. Microstructural information such as grain size and morphology 

are gathered under different algorithms through the numerical simulation and implemented on computer 

visualization. With the rapid development of computer technology, some established macro-

transmission models have been used to describe the transport phenomenon and movement of solid-liquid 

interfaces in space and in time [65]. From these models, temperature and other field data can be 

extracted and used in the subsequent steps of microstructure simulation. Currently, there are four 

conventional methods used in the field of solidification microstructure simulation, namely Cellular 

Automata (CA), Phase Field (PF), Monte Carlo (MC) and deterministic method. The deterministic 

method is based on solidification kinetics, usually with clear physical implications and application 

background. However, due to its oversimplification and exclusion of stochastic factors, it can rarely 

reflect the solidification phenomenon such as nucleation orientation and competitive grain growth. In 

this work, the first three probabilistic methods are discussed in the following sections.  

The blooming of microstructure simulation on MAM, especially in the last decade, is a result of the 

rapid development of MAM technologies and the simulation methods. Compared to casting, MAM 

provides more opportunities for cooling condition controllability by manipulating the process 

parameters in a much smaller region. Simulation increasingly reveals its importance in this area to hit 

the target of quantitative control on the MAM fabricated microstructure. From all the reviewed 

solidification microstructure simulation methods shown in table 1, CA is currently the most used method 

for MAM processes with relatively low computational cost, and it provides the information of rough 

outline of solidification grain structures. It has also been widely implemented in MAM related topics to 

investigate the PSP linkage. Under the help of the macro-transmission models, CA method can be 

launched in 3D level with a scope of multiple layers.  
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PF methods are capable of high accuracy and resolution in the representation of physical models. It can 

capture subgrain features in the solidification microstructure, such as secondary or higher order 

dendrites.  However, there is no “free lunch”. PF models are usually computationally expensive and can 

only generate one or a limited number of grains in the simulation region. Extension of PF method to 3D 

models renders the level of computational resources required prohibitive. Other challenges arise when 

modelling rapid solidificstion. Specirically, it is not well accepted how to map the asymptotic interface 

dynamics of PF models onto appropriate non-equilibrium kinetics that incorporate solute trapping and 

drag; indeed, it is not even well known what the kinetics at the interface should be when solidifiation 

rates become as high as they do in rapid solidification. For example, it is typically assumed that the 

contionuous growth model of Aziz and co-workers holds at rapidly moving interfaces [66]. However, 

there is also compleling evidence from Molecular Dynamics (MD) that the non-equiliubium two-time 

kinetics of Sobolev and other workers holds at rapidly moving interfaces. The existene of an interface in 

PF models naturtally leads to the phenomenology of solute trapping and drag [67]. However, the degree 

of trappiung and drag exhibited by each PF model depends on the size of interface, the interpolation 

fucntions used, both of whose effects can couple to the rate of solidificsiton. Recent phase field models 

have considered how to consistently and quantitativley integreate non-equilibrium effects into PF 

models [68-70]. 

As for MC method, it is simple and effective in simulating grain growth behavior, especially the 

recrystallization, but it can only provide the result after a large number of ‘trial and error’. In the kinetic 

Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations for MAM, the subgrain microstructure such as cells and dendrites are 

simplified, in some cases, even the crystal orientations are neglected. Thus, the competitive grain growth 

behavior described by this method has a relatively weak physical background compared to CA and PF 

methods. 

CA and KMC methods usually combine with the thermal history sources to predict the microstructure 

evolution during the solidification process. The thermal history source data normally come from the 

well-developed macro-transmission models based on finite element, finite difference, or Lattice 

Boltzmann method. However, PF models are mostly carried out under the ‘frozen temperature’ 

assumption, which is only valid under an extremely small region. 

Experiments validate most of the simulation results in the reviewed works in terms of grain structure, 

size, orientation, and texture. Because of PF method’s capacity on capturing subgrain microstructural 

features, dendrite arm spacing is frequently measured in the validation of PF models to compared with 

the simulation result. However, only a limited number of CA and PF models would validate the melt 

pool geometry before launching the solidification microstructure simulation. The accuracy of the 

simulation result is thus discredited by using a non-validated boundary condition. 

The computation efficiency is usually an issue to consider when a solidification microstructure 

simulation is launched in 3D level or multiple layers’ region in MAM. Parallel computation is widely 

applied to arrange the computation task into a multi-core Central Processing Unit (CPU) or Graphics 

Processing Units (GPU) to increase the processing speed. To save the memory space: iterative data reuse 

and dynamic allocation strategies are used in CA method; for PF method, this can also be achieved by 

deriving new evolution equations. 

Along with the progress and development of microstructure simulation, new methods, theories, and 

techniques continuously come forth — for example, the needle-network method which has already 

shown potentials of its further application in MAM process.
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Table 1: Solidification Microstructure Simulation Methods in Grain Level 

Simulation 
Method 

Simulation 
Objective 

Dimension Scope Thermal History Source 
Experimental Validation 

Method 
Computational Efficiency 

Improve Strategy  
Reference 

Cellular 
Automata 

Melt Pool 
Solidification 

3D 

Multiple Layers 
 

Finite Volume EBSD Measurement -- [71] 

Analytical Solution EBSD Measurement Parallel computations [72] 

Finite Difference 
Grain Structure and 
Geometry Analysis 

-- [73] 

Finite Element Grain Structure and Size 
Iterative Reuse of Thermal 

Field Data 
[74] 

Single Track 
 

Finite Element -- Parallel Computations [75]  

Finite Element and Finite 
Volume 

EBSD Measurement -- [76] 

Finite Element Grain Structure  -- [77]  

Melt pool 
 

Analytical Solution 
Comparison of Primary 
Dendrite Arm Spacing 

-- [78] 

Thermal– Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 

Observations from 
Literature 

-- [79] 

Constant Thermal 
Gradient Area 

Frozen Temperature 
Approximation 

-- -- [80] 

2D 

Multiple Layers 
with Powder 

Lattice Boltzmann Grain Structure and Texture -- [81] 

Lattice Boltzmann Grain Size and Texture -- [64] 

Multiple Layers 

Finite Element Grain Structure and Size -- [82] 

Finite Difference Grain Structure and Texture -- [62] 

Phase Filed Model Grain Structure and Texture -- [60] 

Finite Element Grain Size Measurement -- [63] 

Finite Element Grain Structure  -- [83, 84] 

Single Crystal 
 

Lattice Boltzmann model -- Avoids Large Equation Systems [85] 

Casting or 
Directional 

Solidification 

3D 

Ingot 

Finite Element 
Temperature Field 

Measurement 
-- [86] 

Finite Element Grain Structure  Dynamic Allocation  [87] 

Finite Element -- Parallel Computations [88] 

Finite Element -- -- [89] 

Constant Thermal 
Gradient Area 

Finite Element Primary Dendrite Spacing -- [90] 

2D Section of Ingot Isothermal Grain Structure  -- [91-93] 

Phase Field 
Melt Pool 

Solidification 
3D 

0.65 × 0.65 × 10.0 
μm

3
 

Frozen Temperature  
Grain Structure and 

Primary Dendritic Arm 
Spacing 

-- [94] 

1 × 1 × 2.4    μm
3
 Finite Element (Frozen -- -- [95] 
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Temperature 
Approximation) 

2D 
 

Multiple Layers Phase Filed Model 
Observations from 

Literature 
Formulation of New Free 

Energy Expression 
[96] 

Single Track CFD 
Grain Structure and 
Segregation Analysis 

-- [97] 

6 mm × 12 mm  Finite Element 
Grain Structure and Arm 
Spacing Measurement 

-- [98] 

150 µm × 150 µm  Lattice Boltzmann -- -- [99] 

50 µm × 50 µm  Finite Element 
Grain Structure and 

Dendritic Arm Spacing 
-- [100] 

12 µm × 12 µm  Frozen Temperature  
Grain Structure and 

Primary Dendritic Arm 
Spacing 

-- [101] 

12 µm × 32.4 µm  Frozen Temperature  
Grain Structure and 

Primary Dendritic Arm 
Spacing 

-- [102] 

150 µm × 100 µm Analytical Solution 
Dendrite Arm Spacing from 

Literature 
-- [103] 

Casting or 
Directional 

Solidification 

3D 

3.072 × 3.078 × 
3.072 mm

3
 

Analytical Solution -- GPU and Parallel Computation [104] 

768 × 768 × 768 
μm

3
 

Frozen Temperature  Grain Structure 
Parallel Computation and 
Asynchronous Concurrent 

Algorithm 
[105] 

1.6 × 1.6 × 1.7 mm
3
 Analytical Solution Grain Structure -- [106] 

1.058 × 1.058 × 
1.058 mm

3
 

Frozen Temperature  -- New Evolution Equation [107] 

2D 

600 µm × 600 µm Frozen Temperature  Grain Structure -- [108, 109] 

2 mm × 1.2mm 
Frozen Temperature 

Profile 
In Situ X-Ray Imaging -- [110] 

5 µm - 5mm 
Frozen Temperature or 

Analytical Solution 
Grain Structure -- [111-118] 

Monte Carlo 
Melt Pool 

Solidification 

3D 

Multiple Layers CFD Grain Structure and EBSD -- [119] 

Single Track CFD 
Grain Structure and Melt 

Pool Geometry 
-- [120-122] 

2D Multiple Layers CFD 
Grain Structure, 

Orientation and Melt Pool 
Geometry 

-- [123, 124] 
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3.1 Cellular Automata (CA) Method 

CA is a type of algorithm reflecting the states of a collection of cells based on transformation 

rules, the complex evolution of investigated area in discrete space happens automatically when 

the rules are applied iteratively. The conventional CA uses local rules where the instantaneous 

state/value of cellular is a function of its neighbors. Recently, variants of CA method also 

consider intermediate or long-range interactions [125]. Even though each cellular consists of 

many identical simple components, together, they are capable of complex behavior and can be 

used to simulate complex problems [126]. Unlike general dynamics models, CA is not strictly 

defined by physical equations, but by rules constructed with a set of models [127].  

Typically, A CA model is composed of the cell, cellular state, cellular space, cellular neighbors, 

the function of rule and time. The local interaction between the cell and its neighbors (different 

types of neighbor algorithms are developed) is specified through deterministic or stochastic 

transformation rules. Considering two time steps of a one-dimensional CA as an example, the 

evolution of the model can be simply expressed as [125]: 

   
            

        
          

          
     

       
    (2) 

where   is the state variable of a cellular,   is the location subscript,    is the time superscript, 

and     is the time step. The value of an arbitrary state assigned to cellular at a time (     ) is 

determined by its present state (  
  ) and/or its last states (  

  ,   
     , etc.) together with the 

states of its two neighboring cells. 

When dealing with complex, dynamic and random questions, CA has significant advantages due 

to its flexible definition of neighbor and action rules. Its application is not limited to a specific 

area. Now, CA has been used to develop simulation models for sociology, ecology, computer 

science, physics, chemistry and other subjects [126, 128, 129].  

In the past 25 years, CA has successfully been used into microstructure simulations, for example, 

the static recrystallization [130-134], the dynamic recrystallization [135, 136] and the grain 

growth behaviors [62-64, 77, 137]. The first CA model to incorporate the solidification behavior 

was developed in the 1990s [91]. These CA models, initially developed in 2D, was later 

extended to 3D and coupled with finite element (FE) heat flow calculations resulting in the so-

called Cellular Automaton-Finite Element (CAFE) models [41, 87, 91, 138-141]. They are 

widely applied in investment casting [139], directional solidification [87] and an extensive range 

of microstructure evolution phenomenon including dendrites, micro-segregation, defects in 

different alloy systems [22, 142-149]. Also, different kinds of defect formation in casting 

production process during the last stage of solidification are controlled by CA simulations to 

achieve the desired microstructure [142]. With the rapid development of MAM, CA method is 

also widely applied in the solidification microstructure simulations for MAM. For example, the 

CA method was used in a 2D numerical model to simulate the evolution of solidification grain 

structure during the laser additive manufacturing process in multiple layers (Fig. 3a). The 

influence of the different heat source parameters on the resultant microstructure was also 

investigated [62].   
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Fig 3: An example of 2D microstructure simulation using CA method:  (a) SLM process which involves multiple 

layers of material deposited on a polycrystalline substrate (b) Schematic of a single dendritic grain growth in the 

melt (left) and its CA representation (right). [62] 

In term of solidification microstructure simulation, a CA model is usually achieved by short-term 

relations or local rules. Every single grain defined by a specific crystal orientation and a 

nucleation position can develop by its own, and this self-organized behavior will depict the grain 

boundary geometry as a result of the competitive grain growth.  

The physical-based CA models predict the competitive grain growth behavior and interactions 

between the grains under the dendrite tip growth kinetics. In the area of fusion zone and mushy 

zone, the total supercooling of a dendrite tip,   , is the sum of four contributions  

                       (3)  

Where      is the pure thermal undercooling for fluctuation of temperature at solid/liquid 

interface caused by thermal diffusion,     stands for the undercooling contributions associated 

with solute diffusion,     is the kinetic supercooling influenced by the rate at which atoms 

attach to the solid phase, and it will be significant only if the interfacial growth rate is in the 

order of 1m/sec,     is the curvature supercooling due to curvature of the solid-liquid interface, 

also called Gibbs-Thomson supercooling. Based on the solidification situation, some 

contributions on the RHS of equation (3) are neglected in different cases. Then, the growth rate 

of both columnar and equiaxed grains is calculated as a function of supercooling with the aid of 

the KGT model [150]. The dendrite tip grain growth rate      and its undercooling are related by 

using the solute supersaturation,  , as an intermediate variable under Ivantsov function of the 

solute Peclet number:       . The relationship between dendrite tip growth rate and 

undercooling can finally be expressed as  

          
   

                   
 
     

  
       (4) 

where       is the dendrite tip growth velocity,    is the solute diffusion coefficient in the liquid, 

m is the liquidus slope,   is the partition coefficient,   is the Gibbs-Thomson coefficient,    is 

the initial concentration, detailed derivation can be found in [151] 

(a) (b) 
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It should be emphasized here that the dendrite tip growth kinetics we derived above only 

consider the supercooling contributed by the solute diffusion (   ). In the case of MAM, the 

cooling rate is in the order of 10^5 K/sec and it usually leads to an enormous supercooling. So, 

the influence of supercooling due to grain tip curvature (   ) and kinetic supercooling are 

significant and cannot be neglected.  

The crystal structure is another aspect which influences the dendrite geometry significantly [152, 

153]. To reflect the preferential growth direction of grains (e.g., the <001> directions of prior β 

in Ti-6Al-4V), Gandin and Rappaz [140] developed the decentered square growth technique in 

CA method. The algorithm was then improved by Wang and Peter D. Lee to adapt coarser grids 

with a concomitant loss in resolution [90]. By using the decentered square growth algorithm, the 

crystallography symmetry and the orientation information are stored in each cell of the grain 

growth area (Fig. 3 b). Subsequently, the grain cells are capable of growing faster in their 

preferential growth directions according to the total supercooling and reflect the competitive 

grain growth behavior quantitatively. 

3.2 Phase Field (PF) Method 

PF method is a powerful computational approach to solve interfacial problems, such as micro 

and mesoscale crystal morphology and microstructure evolution [154]. It is widely applied in the 

research topics such as solidification [106, 114-116, 155], microstructure evolution [156, 157], 

grain growth [103, 112, 158], dislocation [159], crack propagation [160] and so on. 

PF method is a continuum description of the free boundary problem which allows the interface to 

be smeared over a diffuse region for numerical expedience [161]. Order parameters representing 

the diffused interface can be used to locate the position of arbitrary and highly non-linear 

interfaces with out explicitly tracking them. This avoids the difficulties lead by the sharp 

interface descriptions (maximum velocity, marginal stability, microscopic solvability, interfacial 

wave) [162-165] in terms of topological complexity, phenomenon descriptions and so on. 

In PF models, both the compositional/structural domain and the interface are described by a set 

of conserved and non-conserved field variables. Governed by Cahn-Hilliard [166, 167] nonlinear 

diffusion equation and the Allen-Cahn relaxation equation, the field variables are continuous 

across the interfacial regions, and hence the interfaces in a phase-field model can be diffused to 

avoid the problem of meshing there highly non-linear interfaces. This strategy can also be 

understood as metallurgical derivatives of the theories of Onsager and Ginzburg-Landau [125, 

168]. In the phase field theory (diffuse interface), the total free energy can be described by  

                                     
  

                  
 
   

 
   

 
        

    ′ 3  3 ′   (5) 

where   is the total free energy of an inhomogeneous microstructure system,   is the local free-

energy density,   is the function of the long-range interactions,    and     are the gradient energy 

coefficients,      are conserved field variables,      are non-conserved field variables [169]. 

In equation (5), the gradient energy terms come into play at and around the interfaces, and 

contribute to the total free energy. The way to treat the contribution from various terms to the 

total free energy is the main differences among different PF models [161, 170]. 

Crystallographic structures in metal are always representing a highly ordered phase in the format 

of body-center cubic (bcc), face center cubic (fcc) and hexagonal closed-packed (hcp). For 
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instance, the Ti-6Al-4V represents a bcc structure after the first order transformation from liquid 

to its β phase. In a two-dimensional PF model, the fourfold surface energy anisotropy at the 

solid-liquid interface of a cubic system crystal can be given by 

                                  (6) 

where   is the strength of anisotropy and   is the interface normal direction [101]. 

When PF models are used to describe the crystalline materials, the basic principle is to use a free 

energy functional which is minimized by periodic density to represent the periodic and 

symmetrical nature of a crystal lattice [157]. PF method is also capable of simulating crystal 

grains with different orientations by introducing multiple order parameters, one for each 

orientation. An interaction term in the model can be tuned to control coalescence and grain 

boundary energy during the solidification process. However, the large number of crystal 

orientations also leads to an equal quantity of order parameters, which increases the 

computational cost. Due to the extensive computer power required by PF method, there is a 

limited number of PF model implemented in a melt pool level, let along the whole MAM process. 

To solve this problem, considerable progress has been made in recent years to increase the 

efficiency of PF method: In order to keep the numerical scheme of PF model efficient, a new 

formulation of free energy was derived in [96], and the solidification microstructure simulation 

was carried out in a region of multiple layers. [107] introduced the nonlinearly preconditioned 

quantitative PF formula to solve the evolution equations on a computational mesh coarser than 

those in the conventional method. The quantitative simulations of a large number of dendrites 

growth are carried out on the scale of centimeters. Parallel computing using GPU is another way 

to unchain the length scale limitation of PF, in [105], the problem of insufficient GPU memory 

was circumvented by employing an asynchronous concurrent algorithm. The competitive grain 

growth behavior was also studied in a 3D PF model under different crystal orientations (shown 

in Fig. 4). 
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Fig 4: PF simulation on dendrite morphology evolution along with solidification time, colors indicate dendrites with 

different orientations. [105]  

To represent the periodic structure of metal crystals in the atomic scale, an extension of PF 

method is introduced and known as the phase-field crystal (PFC) method [171]. It describes the 

evolution of the atomic density of a system according to dissipative dynamics driven by free 

energy minimization. In PFC approach, solid phase free-energy density is also constructed to be 

minimized by periodic density states with crystal symmetries. PFC models are derived directly 

from, and thus inherits some of, the principles of classical density functional theory. So, it is still 

an atomic-scale model in space. On the other hand, its parameterization is not fully quantitative, 

which also hinders its application in practical problems including MAM. 

3.3 Monte Carlo (MC) Method 

MC simulations involve the use of random numbers and probability to solve complex problems 

based on trial and error. With the help of statistical theories , MC models are generally concerned 

with large numbers of numerical experiments using uncorrelated random numbers instead of 

deterministic algorithms. The main idea of solving state function integrals by randomly sampling 

from the non-uniform distribution of numbers was given by [172].  

In the field of grain growth simulation, MC method discrete computation domain for the same 

and regular patterns. Each grid in the simulation domain is assigned with an integer number 

representing different crystals. Those adjacent grids with the same grain orientation belong to a 

single crystal grain. Based on the minimization of system free energy, the randomly selected 

nodes will change their orientations and visualized as the grain growth behavior. One thing to 

notice is that: this kind of MC model is only suitable for the solid-state grain growth, for example, 

the recrystallization and second-phase precipitation [173-177]. The limitation of the MC method 

is obvious that the growth kinetics are not considered in the simulation.  

To achieve the solidification microstructure simulation for MAM process, the KMC method is 

adapted to investigate microstructure developed at the melt pool bottom [119, 121, 122]. The 

microstructure developed by different process parameters is compared, e.g., the scanning speed 

influence on microstructure shown in Fig. 5. The average size of the columnar grains in the 

fusion zone and the equiaxed grains in the heat affected zone was investigated and compared 

quantitatively with experiments. This can be attributed to the computational  efficiency of KMC 

method which can be lauched in experimentatlly accessible time and length scales providing 

practical simulation result [178]. Due to the epitaxial grain growth in MAM, the grain growth 

from the liquid to the solid phase is simply treated as inheriting information from the partially 

melted grains according to the maximum heat flow direction. In the deposit layers, grain growth 

is simulated by KMC models as the migration of grain boundaries caused by the MC time [179]. 
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Fig 5: KMC simulation of grain structures in a weld with different scanning speeds. [121] 

3.4 Needle-Network Method 

In recent years, a novel dendritic needle network (DNN) method is introduced by [180] to 

unchain the scale limitation of PF method. This model represents the primary and high order 

branches of dendrites by thin needles which develop their own solute diffusion field and interact 

with each other. The growth dynamics of the needle crystals are derived from the Laplacian 

growth theory [181]. The tip velocity and radius are computed by considering two conditions: the 

standard solvability condition on the scale of dendrite tip and an additional flux balance 

condition on the outer scale of the dendritic network [182]. The target is to bridge the scale gap 

between PF and CA methods in the area of dendritic microstructure formation. Different from PF 

method, DNN does not focus on the tip scale solid-liquid interface but extend to grain scale with 

an acceptable loss of accuracy. On the other hand, this method reflects the competitive grain 

growth in a more natural way than CA method by considering both the history-dependent 

selection and the intergrain dendrite interactions. This model is implemented for both isothermal 

and directional solidification in 2D and validated by comparison with analytical solutions for 

equiaxed growth and PF simulations [182]. In their recently published works, a 3D version of 

needle-network was proposed and validated with an in-situ X-ray imaging of Al-Cu alloy 

solidification experiments [183]. A simplified version of needle network model has also been 

applied to study the epitaxial growth behavior of columnar grains and predict the texture in 

MAM process [184]. 

4. Discussion and Perspectives 

Until now, most research works on the MAM microstructure simulation still focus on the 

deterministic methods based on experiments, for example, the effects of various process 

parameters on microstructure evolution in thermo-material models [17]. These models are sought 

by using the thermal history to predict microstructure evolution and the resulting temperature 

dependent material properties [46, 185, 186]. However, these deterministic methods are 

inadequate to describe the unique characteristics in MAM such as nucleation behavior, column 

grains, epitaxial growth, and anisotropy of material behaviors.  

The reviewed solidification microstructure simulation methods all have their merits as well as 

the essential defects when applied in MAM. CA is currently the most suitable one among the 

reviewed methods for the solidification microstructure simulation in MAM with a relatively 

lower computational cost than PF, and a more solid physical basis compared to KMC. It has 
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recently been adapted as a module in commercial software (Ansys), which will accelerate its 

application development significantly. To describe the grain growth behavior, CA models are 

established based on the physics of dendrite tip kinetic to guarantee the simulation accuracy. On 

the other hand, CA method requires relatively low computation power, and the simulation can be 

applied into macroscale where it has more practical significances. PF method is firmly based on 

physical models and it is capable of providing a high reproduction of reality. It is also capable of 

describing the subgrain features like high order dendrites, micro-segregation, solid phase 

transformation and so on.  However, PF models inherit minimal time and length scales from 

physical theories. The time steps of PF models are usually in the magnitude of microsecond or 

nondimensional number which must be small enough to stable the simulation result. Attaining a 

PF simulation even on micrometer-level requires massive computer power. A large amount of 

computation needed in the PF models makes it only feasible on supercomputers, therefore 

becomes an obstacle in the application. In order to simulate the grain competition during 

solidification, CA and PF methods have different strategies to endow the crystallographic 

structure of the grains considering their symmetry and preferential growth direction. KMC 

method has the advantage to efficiently simulate the migration of grain boundaries that occur in 

the solid state, but the crystallographic structures are not considered in most reviewed works, so 

its physical basis is not solid. It is also interesting to notice that the three methods start from 

different philosophical thoughts and methodologies but are applied to simulate the same 

objective in the case of MAM: CA method investigates the relationship between the part and the 

whole, it believes the physical state of the system is an aggregation of local state change; PF 

method attempts to describe the state of system by field parameters continuously, so it can avoid 

the difficulties lead by the sharp interface; for MC method, it uses a large number of sampling to 

approximate the truth, step by step. Even though there are significant differences among the three 

methods, they are all developed rapidly, especially in the field of microstructure simulation for 

MAM over the past decade. 

MAM fabricated parts are composed of a large number of welds, the microstructure in a single 

weld bead will finally decide the initial microstructure of the MAM fabricated part at a specific 

position. Literature has already shown the importance of melt pool geometry to the final 

solidification microstructure in welding. It is very important to note that: the melt pool geometry 

is crucial for the resultant microstructure in MAM processes, and an accurate melt pool geometry 

is the prerequisite of an accurate microstructure simulation result. Solidification microstructure 

simulation for MAM must take proper consideration of melt pool geometry in terms of G&R and 

the boundary conditions established for each time step of the simulation. Melt pool geometry at 

the melt pool bottom is a curved surface to distinguish the solid and liquid phase. The thickness 

of this surface is the ambiguous area which is usually referred to as a mushy zone. The cooling 

condition along the melt pool bottom changes dramatically in terms of G&R, and in turn, 

influences the solidification microstructure developed subsequently. The melt pool geometry can 

be considered as a direct reflection of the cooling condition at the melt pool bottom, where 

solidification happens. Furthermore, the melt pool geometry follows the isothermal surface of the 

material, and the maximum thermal gradient direction can be captured from the geometric 

method. Then, the thermal gradient direction which means the maximum heat flux direction 

should be compared with the preferential growth direction of the crystal to reflect the 

competitive grain growth behavior accurately. Qualified CA and KMC work in MAM 
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microstructure simulation always consider the melt pool geometry explicitly or implicitly. 

However, it is still a problem for PF models as these models calculate hundreds of millions of 

cells/time steps over millions of time steps to place out the physics of the process long enough to 

be relevant. That is the reason why the PF models are mostly operated under the “frozen 

temperature approximation” not a field form of temperature representing the melt pool.  

The melt pool geometry can also be used to bridge the scale gap. It can validate the simulation 

result in macro level and provide the boundary condition for the meso and micro level simulation. 

Some of the reviewed works used the melt pool simulation result directly as a boundary 

condition for solidification microstructure simulation. However, it usually leads to a more 

significant deviation when another simulation result is used as an input. Thus, the accuracy of 

these microstructure simulations is reduced as they do not have appropriate boundary conditions. 

Currently, highly developed techniques like CMOS camera [187, 188] and synchrotron X-ray 

[189, 190] can provide transient melt pool geometry with relatively high accuracy. These melt 

pool geometry reconstructions can be used as experimental validation for simulations and 

improve the accuracy. 

The nucleation rule for the solidification microstructure simulation in MAM is still an open 

question in the literature. The assumption of epitaxial grain growth with no nucleation can only 

be applied to a small number of extreme cases in MAM. For powder bed, external factors (e.g., 

impurity, cracks, and unmelt metal powders) leave more opportunities for the nucleation in each 

weld and cannot be neglected. The contour of the melt pool will always bring new nucleation 

positions for solidification at the melt pool bottom. On the other hand, the grains in the DED 

process are typically considered to develop from the substrate, and the grains will stop growing 

at the contour without any new nucleation. This is close to the observed fact that the grains are 

able to develop extremely big and go through multiple layers, e.g., DED processed Ti-6Al-4V. 

Thus, in the case of the solidification microstructure simulations under “no nucleation 

assumption”, it is more reasonable to establish the boundary condition of crystallographic 

orientation by experimental results (e.g., EBSD) instead of a random orientation assumption at 

the substrate.  

Competitive grain growth is the subsequent step following nucleation. When the research area of 

the melt pool bottom is divided into very small length scale, the cooling condition can be 

considered as constant within a small timestep. The competitive grain growth of bi-crystal 

simulations is carried out under different methods and criterions where significant deviation on 

resultant grain boundary orientations are observed [191]. This is caused by the different 

assumptions and emphasis in different simulation methods: CA methods consider the problem on 

the kinetics aspect which links the dendrite tip growth rate with the supercooling; while  PF 

method is derived on the thermodynamic aspects to represent the pattern change along with the 

free energy minimization. Unfortunately, this deviation on grain boundary orientations will 

become even larger when these models are applied to a more complicated problem. For example, 

the MAM microstructure simulation includes multiple crystals and a complicate cooling 

condition. A reasonable way to improve the microstructure simulation accuracy is the proper 
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model validation as well as the database establishment for each recognized phenomenon during 

the physical process. 

The rapid solidification phenomenon makes the solidification microstructure simulation in MAM 

more difficult, especially the highly non-equilibrium phase transformation and the solute 

trapping effect in alloy systems. In CA method, the dendrite tip growth kinetics typically assume 

local equilibrium which is not valid under rapid cooling conditions. Another problem for CA 

models is that they typically use one layer of cells to represent the interface between liquid and 

solid with a solid fraction from zero to one [192], so it is difficult to naturally represent the solute 

trapping phenomenon. Also, as a rule of thumb, the cell size should be at least ten times smaller 

than the morphological features it captures. This methodology provides CA method a high 

computational efficiency, however, limits its smallest morphological length scale to depict finer 

microstructures (e.g. higher order branches) compared to the interface thickness. PF method is 

very quantitative in its description of solid-liquid interface kinetics. Recently, a work [68] 

introduced a strategy to quantitively map the thin interface behavior of an ideal dilute binary 

alloy PF model on to the continuous growth model. This strategy can be implemented in 

different phase field models, which will address this problem to a fair degree. 

Simulation models for solid-state phase transformation is the indispensable part for the 

mechanical property prediction in MAM. It can be combined with the solidification 

microstructure simulation result then input into a failure model. These simulation efforts attempt 

to use the local history data (e.g. the thermal cycles profile in MAM) to predict the material 

dependent microstructural evolution including phase fraction and morphology [46, 193-198]. 

Recently, the density type simulation methods have been generally used for predicting 

microstructural evolution during solid-state phase transformations in MAM, especially for large-

scale thermal/mechanical/metallurgical coupled problems. The phase fractions of diffusional and 

diffusionless phase transformation products and dependent properties could be effectively 

predicted using these methods if they are calibrated, accurately [199]. 

Model validation is essential for all kinds of simulation works. For the solidification 

microstructure simulation in MAM, however, the solid-state transformation, secondary or higher 

order branches merging, and the migration of grain boundaries brings great difficulties to 

recognize the original state and pattern of the solidification microstructure. Even though the 

reconstructed EBSD results provide accurate information in terms of crystallographic orientation 

and texture, they are only able to show the obscured grain geometry with no high order branch. 

Also, the grain geometry recognized by EBSD and the microscopes is usually operated at room 

temperature when the migration of grain boundaries has already occurred after the thermal cycles 

of MAM. 

5. Conclusions  

Developing a robust and accurate simulation model on a long scale to describe the grain growth 

behavior in a moving melt pool is still a challenge for MAM solidification microstructure 

simulation. An overview of all the microstructure simulation methods indicates that it is indeed 

important to develop an integrated and generalized model for MAM process, as a function of 

melt pool geometry and resultant microstructure. The paper further explains the sequential 
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dependency of each physical process during the solidification of MAM that is still open 

questions in the literature. To achieve an accurate simulation, database establishment between 

the recognized phenomena is the ideal method to fill these gaps by now. It is also important to 

know that: making a model with all the expected outcome does not lead to novel insights. As for 

the microstructure simulations in MAM, it is better to develop models carrying fundamental 

rules or model components from which more complex grain structure and texture can develop on 

its own. Otherwise, the simulation models are not predictive and are just pictures without new 

understanding.  
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